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Abstract

Research on automatic speech recognition (ASR) of pathological speech is particularly hindered by scarce in-domain data resources. Collecting representative pathological speech data is difficult due to the large variability caused by the nature and severity of the disorders, and the rigorous ethical and medical permission requirements. This task becomes even more challenging for languages which have fewer resources, fewer speakers and fewer patients than English, such as the mid-sized language Dutch. In this paper, we investigate the impact of combining speech data from different varieties of the Dutch language for training deep neural network (DNN)-based acoustic models. Flemish is chosen as the target variety for testing the acoustic models, since a Flemish database of pathological speech, the COPAS database, is available. We use non-pathological speech data from the northern Dutch and Flemish varieties and perform speaker-independent recognition using the DNN-HMM system trained on the combined data. The results show that this system provides improved recognition of pathological Flemish speech compared to a baseline system trained only on Flemish data. These findings open up new opportunities for developing useful ASR-based pathological speech applications for languages that are smaller in size and less resourced than English.
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1. Introduction

Motor speech disorders including dysarthria caused by neuro-muscular control problems [1] lead to decreased speech intelligibility and communication impairment [2]. Consequently, the life quality of dysarthric patients is negatively affected [3] and they run the risk of losing contact with friends and relatives and eventually becoming isolated from the society.

Research has shown that intensive therapy can be effective in (speech) motor rehabilitation [4–7], but various factors conspire to make intensive therapy expensive and difficult to obtain. Recent developments show that therapy can be provided without resorting to frequent face-to-face sessions with therapists by employing computer-assisted speech training systems [8]. According to the outcomes of the efficacy tests presented in [9], the user satisfaction appears to be quite high. However, most of these systems are not yet capable of automatically detecting problems at the level of individual speech sounds, which are known to have an impact on speech intelligibility [10–14].

Despite long-lasting efforts to build speaker- and text-independent ASR system for people with dysarthria (cf. Section 2), the performance of state-of-the-art systems is still much worse on this type of speech than on normal speech. One main reason is the lack of pathological speech data to train automatic speech recognition systems which can provide accurate enough recognition and speech assessment.

Training deep neural networks (DNN)-based acoustic models on large amount of pathological data to capture the within- and between-speaker variation is generally not feasible due to the limited size and structure of existing pathological speech databases. The number of recordings in dysarthric speech databases is much smaller compared to normal speech databases. Moreover, these databases contain mostly very restricted speech tasks such as reading out word and sentence lists with varying linguistic complexity.

As a remedy, combining in-domain and out-of-domain English speech data to train DNNs used for feature extraction has been proposed in [15]. In this paper, we describe another such solution to train a better DNN-hidden Markov model (HMM) system for the Dutch language which has fewer speakers and resources compared to English. We investigate combining non-dysarthric speech data from different varieties of the Dutch language to train more reliable acoustic models for a DNN-HMM ASR system. The included varieties are Northern Dutch and Flemish (Southern Dutch) which have the same phonetic alphabet and share a large amount of vocabulary. Most prominent phonetic differences between these varieties are diphthongized long vowels of Northern Dutch and articulation of several consonants. This work has been done in the framework of the CHASING project1, in which a serious game employing ASR is being developed to provide additional speech therapy to dysarthric patients.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reports on previous relevant work on ASR of dysarthric speech. Section 3 explains the rationale behind the selection of speech corpora. Section 4 summarizes the fundamentals of DNN-based ASR and details the DNN training scheme applied in this paper. The experimental setup is described in Section 5 and the recognition results are presented in Section 6. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Related work

Several researchers have investigated ASR performance on pathological speech. In a very recent work, Lee et al. [16] has reported the ASR performance on Cantonese aphasis speech and disordered voice. A generic DNN-HMM system provided significant improvements on disordered voice and minor improvements on aphasic speech compared to a GMM-HMM system. Takashima et al. [17] proposed a new feature extraction scheme using convolutional bottleneck networks for dysarthric speech recognition. They tested the proposed approach on a

1http://hostrik.ruhosting.nl/chasing/
small test set consisting of 3 repetitions of 216 words by a single male speaker with an articulation disorder and reported some gains over a system using MFCC features.

Shahamiri and Salim [18] proposed an artificial neural network-based system trained on digit utterances from nine non-dysarthric and 13 dysarthric individuals affected by Cerebral Palsy (CP). They reported word recognition accuracies of 74.7%, 67.4% and 51.7% on mild (66-99% speech intelligibility), moderate (33-66% speech intelligibility) and high (less than 33% speech intelligibility) dysarthric speaker as an independent test set. Christensen et al. [19] trained their models solely on 18 hours of speech of 15 dysarthric speakers due to CP leaving one speaker out as test set. The different degrees of severity were reported through classes and percent intelligibility scores from listening tests with unfamiliar listeners: Very low 2-17%, Low 28-43%, Mid 58-62%, and High 86-95%. There were 4, 3, 3, and 5 speakers in every class, respectively. Recognition results for Very low ranged from 4.1-12.9%, Low 7.0-22.2%, Mid 30.3-50.2%, and High 46.6-68.5%. This shows that there is overlap between classes and that the recognition results do not always exactly match the intelligibility scores given by listeners.

Rudzicz [20] compared the performance of a speaker-dependent and a speaker-adaptive GMM-HMM systems on the Nemours database [21]. Their system was trained on the WSJ corpus. The test set consisted of speech from 11 dysarthric speakers due to CP or head trauma. Every speaker recorded 74 nonsense sentences. The recognizer provided recognition rates below 10% on the speech of 4 speakers with severe dysarthria. For moderately and mildly dysarthric speakers, recognition accuracy was between 11-30% and 31-60% respectively. Kyeong Seong et al. [22] proposed a weighted finite state transducer (WFST)-based ASR correction technique applied to a recognition system trained also on the WSJ corpus. They reported an average accuracy of 47.1% when recognizing the speech of 10 dysarthric speakers from the same dysarthric database. Similar work had been proposed by Caballero-Morales and Cox [23] previously.

Mengistu and Rudzicz [24] combined dysarthric data of eight dysarthric speakers with that of seven normal speakers, leaving one out as test set and obtained an average increase by 13.0% in comparison to models trained on non-dysarthric speech only. They also noted that context-dependent HMMs showed little improvement over context-independent ones. In one of the earliest work on Dutch pathological speech by Sanders et al. [25], a pilot study was presented on ASR of Dutch dysarthric speech data obtained from two speakers with a birth defect and a cerebrovascular accident. Both speakers were classified as mild dysarthric by a speech pathologist.

From the previous descriptions, it appears that it is difficult to fully compare results between these publications due to the differences in types of speech materials, types of dysarthria, reported severity, and dataset used for training and testing. Additionally, dysarthric speech is highly variable in nature, not only due to its various etiologies and degrees of severity, but also because of possible individually deviating speech characteristics. This may negatively influence the capability of speaker-independent systems to generalize over multiple dysarthric speakers.

Possible improvements may come from recent advances in DNN-based acoustic model yielding impressive results in the field of non-dysarthric speech recognition [26]. These results show promising increases in the speaker-independent recognition accuracies when compared to those obtained with traditional GMM-HMMs. Therefore, we investigate how the DNN-HMM system trained on normal speech perform on the recognition of dysarthric speech with a focus on the amount of available training data from different varieties of the Dutch language.

3. Speech corpora selection

Given the limited availability of dysarthric speech data, we investigate to what extent already existing databases of Dutch normal speech can be employed to train DNNs and optimize their performance on dysarthric speech. The ASR technology to be developed in the CHASING project is primarily intended for dysarthric patients who live in the Netherlands and speak the Northern Dutch variety. However, we thought it would be interesting to also investigate the usability of speech databases of the Southern variety of Dutch spoken in Flanders and also known as Flemish. First, because these two varieties are mutually intelligible and their phonetic alphabets are arguably similar, apart from some well described phonological and phonetic differences. Second, because using Flemish speech would open up the possibility of adapting the game that is now been developed for patients in the Netherlands for use by patients in Flanders.

Fortunately, there have been multiple Dutch-Flemish speech data collection efforts [27, 28] which facilitate the integration of both Dutch and Flemish data in the research reported in this paper. For training purposes, we used the CGN corpus [27], which contains representative collections of contemporary standard Dutch as spoken by adults in the Netherlands and Flanders. The components with read speech, spontaneous conversations, interviews and discussions are used for training the acoustic models in the present experiments.

For testing purposes, we decided to use the largest collection of pathological speech that is available for the Dutch language, the Flemish COPAS database [29]. In the meantime, a database of Northern Dutch dysarthric speech has been compiled [30]. In the course of the CHASING project, this collection will be augmented with additional material and then used for further experiments to optimize ASR back-end used in the developed serious game.

The COPAS corpus contains recordings from 122 Flemish normal speakers and 197 Flemish speakers with speech disorders such as dysarthria, cleft, voice disorders, laryngectomy and glossecotomy. The dysarthric speech component contains recordings from 75 Flemish patients affected by Parkinson’s disease, traumatic brain injury, cerebrovascular accident and multiple sclerosis who exhibit dysarthria at different levels of severity.

The word reading tasks used in this paper are taken from the Dutch Intelligibility Assessment (DIA) [31] material which contains 35 versions of 30 consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) words organized in 3 subgroups. Moreover, all sentence reading tasks with annotations, namely 2 isolated sentence reading tasks, 11 text passages with reading level difficulty of AV17 and 8 and Text Marloes, are also included in the test data.

4. Training DNNs for Dysarthric Speech

4.1. Fundamentals of DNN-based ASR

A single artificial neuron, which is the basic element of the DNN structure, receives $N$ input values $v = [v_0, v_1, ..., v_{N-1}]$ with weights $w = [w_0, w_1, ..., w_{N-1}]$ and an offset value $b$. To compute the neuron output $y$, a non-linear function $f$ is applied
the weighted sum \( z \) of all outputs of the previous layer and the offset, i.e., \( y = f(z) = f(w^T v + b) \). A DNN consists of \( L \) layers of \( M \) artificial neurons and the output of the \((l-1)^{th}\) layer with \( M_{l-1} \) neurons is the input of the \( l^{th}\) layer with \( M_l \) neurons which is formulated as \( \mathbf{v}_l = f(\mathbf{a}_l) = f(\mathbf{W}_l \mathbf{v}_{l-1} + \mathbf{b}_l) \) where the dimensions of \( \mathbf{v}_l, \mathbf{W}_l, \mathbf{v}_{l-1} \) and \( \mathbf{b}_l \) are \( M_l \times M_{l-1}, M_{l-1} \) and \( M_l \) respectively. \( M_0 \) is the number of neurons in the input layer which is equal to the dimension of the speech features. The non-linear activation function \( f \) maps an \( M_{l-1} \) vector to an \( M_l \) vector. The activation function applied at the output layer is the softmax function in order to get output values in the range \([0, 1]\) for the HMM state posterior probabilities

\[
\mathbf{v}_{L+1} = P(\mathbf{q}_t | \mathbf{o}) = \frac{e^{v_1}}{\sum_{m} e^{v_m}}, \quad (1)
\]

where \( M_{L+1} \) is equal to the number of HMM states.

The DNN-HMM training is achieved in three main stages [32, 33]. Firstly, a GMM-HMM setup is trained to obtain the structure of the DNN-HMM model, initial HMM transition probabilities and training labels of the DNNs. Then, the pre-training algorithm described in [34] is applied to obtain a robust initialization for the DNN model. Finally, the back-propagation algorithm [35] is applied to train the DNN that will be used as the emission distribution of the HMM states.

### 4.2. Tuning DNNs on Flemish Speech

The DNN training applied in this paper is organized in two steps. In the first step, the DNN training is performed on the combined speech data containing Flemish and Northern Dutch normal speech. Both varieties share the phonetic alphabet, we learn several hidden layers and an output layer on both varieties with the aim of learning more reliable hidden layers. The amount of training data used during the initial training phase can be increased by including more speech data from different speech types such as elderly and children speech. In the scope of this work, we only consider using normal speech to analyze the impact of the data merging on the recognition performance.

In the second step, the softmax layer of this DNN is re-trained only on the Flemish data. Retraining the softmax layer achieves the fine-tuning of the DNN targets on the target Flemish speech. This two-step training approach resembles the multilingual DNN training scheme for cross-lingual knowledge transfer which is commonly used for obtaining acoustic models for under-resourced languages, e.g. [36, 37]. In these studies, considerable improvements have been reported on both low- and high-resource languages thanks to the hidden layers trained on multiple languages.

### 5. Experimental Setup

#### 5.1. Databases

The CGN components with read speech, spontaneous conversations, interviews and discussions are used for acoustic model training. The duration of the normal Flemish (FL) and northern Dutch (NL) speech data used training is 186.5 and 255 hours respectively. The combined training data (FL+NL) contains 441.5 hours in total.

For testing the acoustic models, we have classified the speech material in the COPAS database based on the type of the speaker (normal vs. pathological) and speech material (word vs. sentence) resulting in 4 test sets. The test segments in which the speaker do not utter the target word are discarded to be able to evaluate the recognizer errors only. There are 687 different words and 212 different sentences in the test data. The test set containing the word tasks uttered by normal speakers (WordNor) and speakers with disorders (WordDys) consists of 6154 and 8648 utterances with a total duration of 1.5 and 2 hours, respectively. The test set containing the sentence tasks uttered by normal speakers (SentNor) and speakers with disorders (SentDys) consists of 1918 (15,149) and 1034 (8287) sentences (words) with a total duration of 1.5 and 1 hour, respectively.

#### 5.2. Implementation Details

The recognition experiments are performed using the Kaldi ASR toolkit [38]. A standard feature extraction scheme is used by applying Hamming windowing with a frame length of 25 ms and frame shift of 10 ms. A conventional context dependent GMM-HMM system with 40k Gaussians and 5925 triphone states is trained on the 39-dimensional MFCC features including the deltas and delta-deltas. This system is used to obtain the state alignments required for DNN training. We also trained a GMM-HMM system on the LDA-MLLT features as a second baseline system.

The DNNs with 6 hidden layers and 2048 sigmoid hidden units at each hidden layer are trained on the 40-dimensional log-mel filterbank features with the deltas and delta-deltas. The DNN training is done by mini-batch Stochastic Gradient Descent with an initial learning rate of 0.008 and a minibatch size of 256. The time context size is 11 frames achieved by concatenating ±5 frames. A unigram (trigram) language model trained on the target transcriptions of the word (sentence) tasks is incorporated in the recognition of the word (sentence) tasks.

### 6. Results and Discussion

We have performed ASR experiments using the speech data described in Section 5.1. The recognition results obtained on
the word and sentence tasks uttered by normal and pathological speakers from the COPAS database are presented in the columns of Table 1. The lowest WER for each column is marked in bold. The recognition performance obtained on the sentence readings task is more relevant compared to isolated word recognition in the context of the developed CHASING serious game. We report results on both word and sentence task results for completeness.

The conventional GMM-HMM trained on FL data using the MFCC features provides a WER of 38.2% on the dysarthric sentence utterances and a WER of 77.2% on the dysarthric word utterances. This large gap between in recognition accuracy obtained on sentence and word recognition task is due to the very challenging nature of recognizing phonetically similar, monosyllabic words and pseudowords in isolation. The GMM-HMM system trained on FL+NL data reduces the normal speech recognition from 13.0% to 14.7% in sentence reading tasks and from 56.1% to 61.0% in word reading tasks, while increasing dysarthric sentence recognition accuracy from 38.2% to 37.4%. The performance reduction in normal speech is comprehensible, since adding Northern Dutch data increases the mismatch between the training and testing conditions. Training GMM-HMM on the combined data does not always improve dysarthric speech recognition with 0.8% decrease on sentence tasks and 1.5% increase on word tasks in the WER.

Compared to MFCC features, using LDA-MLLT-transformed features considerably reduces the WERs obtained on normal speech as expected. On the other hand, the gains obtained on pathological speech by using these features are minimal. This is due to the fact that there is a significant mismatch between the type of speech on which the transformation is learned and applied to in the case of pathological speech.

The DNNs trained on FBANK features provide considerable improvements on all speech types and reading tasks. These improvements are as large as 8.9% on dysarthric sentence utterances and 9.9% on dysarthric word utterances. Training the DNN-HMMs on FL+NL data improves the performance on dysarthric sentence reading tasks with an absolute improvement of 1.3% without retraining the softmax layer on Flemish data. The same system does not improve the recognition accuracy of dysarthric word reading tasks. After the final step of applying softmax layer retraining for tuning the DNN targets to Flemish phones, we can get an improved recognition performance in all cases compared to the baseline DNN system trained only on Flemish data. To be specific, the WER obtained on dysarthric sentence reading task decreases from 28.1% to 26.3%, while the WER obtained on dysarthric word reading task reduces from 65.0% to 63.7%.

From these results, it can be seen that training DNN-HMM systems on training data containing speech from different varieties of a mid-sized language for training a DNN-HMM system. The DNN-based acoustic models were trained on normal Flemish and Northern Dutch speech and speaker-independent recognition experiments were performed on pathological Flemish speech. The results have shown that the proposed data merging technique in this context can improve the recognition of pathological speech, especially after a second training phase in which the DNN targets are tuned to the phones of the specific variety involved in the testing setup, Flemish in this case. These results are promising for future work aiming to develop useful ASR-based pathological speech applications for languages that are smaller in size and less resourced than English.

7. Conclusions
In this paper, we have investigated combining speech data from different varieties of a mid-sized language for training a DNN-HMM system. The DNN-based acoustic models were trained on normal Flemish and Northern Dutch speech and speaker-independent recognition experiments were performed on pathological Flemish speech. The results have shown that the proposed data merging technique in this context can improve the recognition of pathological speech, especially after a second training phase in which the DNN targets are tuned to the phones of the specific variety involved in the testing setup, Flemish in this case. These results are promising for future work aiming to develop useful ASR-based pathological speech applications for languages that are smaller in size and less resourced than English.
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